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MOMENT PROBLEMS FOR COMPACT SETS
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(Communicated by Richard R. Goldberg)

ABSTRACT. The solvability of the Hausdorff moment problem for an arbi-

trary compact subset of Euclidean n-space is shown to be equivalent to the

nonnegativity of a family of quadratic forms derived from the given moment se-

quence and the given compact set. A variant theorem for the one-dimensional

case and an analogous theorem for the trigonometric moment problem are

also given. The one-dimensional theorems are similar to theorems of Kreïn

and Nudel'man [11], but the proofs, unlike those in [11], do not depend on

the existence of a standard form for polynomials which are nonnegative on a

given compact set.

1. Let n be a positive integer, R the real line, and JV the set of all nonnegative in-

tegers. Let Rn be Euclidean n-space, i.e. the set of all n-tuples x = (xi, x2,..., xn)

of real numbers; and let JVn be the set of all n-tuples j — (ji,j2, ■ ■. ,jn) of non-

negative integers. The elements of Nn will be called multi-indices. We shall often

write xJ for the product
_Jl rJl   .   .  .  _7„
•Cl •c2 xn

where x G Rn and j G Nn.

In this section we shall solve the following n-dimensional generalization of the

Hausdorff moment problem [9, 11]: given a compact subset K of Rn and a multiply

indexed sequence of real numbers

{cj : j e Nn} = {c(ji,j2, ...,jn): (J1J2, . •., jn) G Nn},

find necessary and sufficient conditions that there exist a positive Borel measure p,

supported on K, such that Cj = jK xJ dp(x), i.e.

c(ji,J2,---,jn)= /   xilx32 ■■■xn"dp(x),
Jk

for every multi-index j; p is supported on K if p(E) — p(E n K) for every Borel

subset E of Rn. Our solution will be that certain quadratic forms are nonnegative;

the quadratic forms are determined by the "moment sequence" {c}•: j G Nn} and

by a decomposition of the compact set K.

In order to state our solution, we must first describe the decomposition of K,

which is not unique. Let

[a,b] = [cn,61] x [a2,b2] x ■ x [an,bn]

be a rectangle containing K, where ai < bi, a2 < b2,...,an < bn, and a —

(ai,a2,... ,an), b = (bi,b2,...,bn)-   Since the topology of Rn has a countable
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basis, there exists an at most countable family of open balls {B(w,rw): w G W}

such that

(1) K = [a,b]\l\J B(w,rw)\.
\w€W )

Here B(w,r) is the open ball in Rn with center w = (wi,w2,..., wn) and radius r.

Given the decomposition (1) of K, we can describe the quadratic forms which

will appear in our solution of the moment problem. For i — 1,2,..., n, let e¿ be

the element of Rn whose ith component is 1 and whose other components are all

0. Then

c3+ei = c(jl, ■ ■ ■ iji-lyji + l,3i+l,- ■ ■ ,3n),

Cj+2e¡ = c(jl,. . . ,ji-l,ji + 2,ji+i,. . . ,jn),

for j eNn. For each w G W, let

C7 = ¿(CJ+2e, - 2^CJ+e, + W*Cj) - r2w, j G Nn,

t=l

71

Pw(x) = \\x - wf -r2w = Y^ - ™')2 - r-'        x e Rn-
t=l

Note that B(w,rw) is the set of all points x in Rn for which Pw(x) is negative.

The idea of using the polynomials Pw to describe the "holes" of B(w, rw) of K was

derived from [7] and [11]; see also [4].

THEOREM l. Let K be a compact subset of Rn and let {cj : j G Nn} be a mul-

tiply indexed sequence of real numbers. Then a necessary and sufficient condition

that there exist a positive Borel measure p supported on K such that

(2) cj= /   x>dp(x),        jeNn,
Jk

is that, for every multiply indexed sequence of complex numbers {cj : j G Nn} with

only finitely many nonzero terms,

(ii) fori= 1,2,...,n,

ai -YC3+k^k - ^2C3+k+e,^k ^ bi    Y^+^l"

(iii) for every w eW, Ec^+fc?i?fc > 0.

In the one-dimensional case, conditions (i) and (ii) constitute a well-known cri-

terion for the solvability of the Hausdorff moment problem for the compact interval

[a,b] [11, p. 64]. (£ extends over all j,k in Nn.)

PROOF OF NECESSITY. Suppose that there exists a positive Borel measure p

supported on K such that (2) holds. Then

r   |  _ 2

Yci+k^k= I Es»** d^x)'



dp(x), for i = 1,2,..., n.
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so that (i) holds, and (ii) follows from the inequalities

r    . 2 f \ 2

°!' / E^ d^x) - I xi'\Y^x} d^x)
Jk' Jk       '

C   I 2

^6« / \Y^xJ
Jk <

Since Pu,(x) > 0 for x G K, we have that

£c?Wfc = f Pw(x) ■ \Y<3x3 2 dß(x) > 0
Jk >

for w e W, so that (iii) holds.    Q.E.D.

PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that conditions (i)-(iii) hold, and define the

functions Kj (j G Nn) by Kj(k) = Cj+k for J, k G Nn. Let %o be the complex-linear

span of the family of functions {Kj: j G Nn}. Let / = J^f/Üf,- and ç/ = Yl^jKj
belong to %o, where the "sequences" {%: j G Nn} and {oj3 : j G TV"} have only

finitely many nonzero terms. Then

Y íjükCj+k = Y ÇjûkKj(k) = Y "k Y t3Kj(k) = Y wkf(k),
j,k j,k k j k

Y ÇjûkCj+k = Y SjûkKk(j) = Y oEükKkÜ) = Y &'»(*)'
i>* J'i* i * i

so that J2j,k SjûkCj+k depends only on the fonctions / and g and not upon the

decompositions / = ^2ÇjKj, g = Yl^jKj- Thus condition (i) implies that the

equation

(/, 9)= Y SjûkCj+k,        f, 9 G %o,
3>k

defines an inner product (•, •) on %ó.

Now define the linear transformations Ai,A2,...,An on %o by

(Af)(j) = f(j + et),      fe%o,ieNn,

i.e.

(Aif)(jl, ...,ji,... ,jn) = f(jl, ...,ji + l,.. .,jn).

Then Ai, A2,... ,An are symmetric and pairwise commuting:

(AJ,g) = (f,Aig),    A.A, = AjAu        f,ge%Q.

Condition (ii) implies that

ai-m2<\Aif,f)<bi-ét\       fe*o,

where || • || is the norm derived from the inner product (•, •). These inequalities

imply that the linear transformations A\, A2,..., An are bounded on ßffo [12].

Let %? be the completion of the inner-product space %o- Then Sp is a functional

Hubert space [6, 10] with reproducing kernel K defined by

K(j,k) = KJ(k) = cj+k,        j,keNn,

and the linear operators Bi, B2,..., Bn defined by

(Brf)(j) = f(j + ei),      feJT,jeNn,
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are the unique continuous extensions of the linear transformations A%, A2,..., An,

respectively, to %?. The operators BX,B2,... ,Bn are self-adjoint, pairwise com-

muting, and satisfy the inequalities

aH/N3<W,/>£&HI/ll2,      /e-r.

By the spectral theorem for finite pairwise-commuting family of self-adjoint op-

erators [8, 12, 14], there exists a resolution of the identity E defined on the Borel

subsets of Rn such that

(Bif,g)= [     xld(E(x)f,g),        f,ge3f,
J[a,b]

for i = 1,2,... ,n. Define p on the Borel subsets S of Rn by p(S) = (E(S)K0, K0).

Then p is a finite positive Borel measure on Rn, and

/x3 dp(x) = /      x^x>2 •• -xnn dp(xi,x2,. ..,iB)
,0,6] J[a,b]

= (B{>B¥-BÍ»K0,K0)

= (B^BÍ"BtK0){0)

= c(jl,J2,---,jn)=Cj, jeNn.

Hence (2) holds.

Now we shall prove that p is supported on K. Since E([a,b]) is the identity

operator on %?, p(Rn) — p([a, b]), and hence p is supported on [a, b]. Let B(w, rw)

be any one of the "holes" of K. For every polynomial with complex coefficients,

say

p(x) = Y ô**= X. ta à.... a)«Í «?;.-• «n .
we have that .

/     Pw(x)[P(x)\2 dp(x)
J[a,b\

= f  (î> - ^)2 -r-) • (E o?^+fc) <w*)
—

by (iii). To prove that p puts no mass on B(w, rw), let 0 < e < rw, and let / be a

continuous function on Rn such that

0 < f(x) < 1    if x G Rn,

f(x)=0 if x£B(w,rw),

/(i) = l ifxGß(w,e).

By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, there exists a sequence of polynomials {Pm}^=1

which converges uniformly to / on [a,b], and thus

(     Pw(x)[f(x)[2dp(x) =   lim   /     Pw(x)\Pm(x)\2dp(x)>0.
J[a,b\ m->°°J[a,b]
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Since Pw(x) < 0 for every x in B(w, rw),

f     Pw(x)\f(x)\2 dp(x) =  f Pw(x)\f(x)\2dp(x)
J[a,b] Jß(w,rw)

< Í Pw(x)\f(x)\2 dpt(x)
Jß(w,e)

<(e2-r2J- f        \f(x)\2dp(x)
JB(w,e)

= (e2-r2J-p(B(w,e)),

and therefore (e2—r2u)-p(B(w,e)) > 0. Since 0 < e < rw, we have that p(B(w,e)) =

0, and since e was arbitrary, p(B(w,rw)) = 0.

Since the family {B(w,rw): W G W} is at most countable, p puts no mass on

its union and is therefore supported on K.    Q.E.D.

2. In the one dimensional case, in which K is a compact subset of the real line R

and {cj}fL0 is a sequence of real numbers, a specific decomposition of K is available.

We have only to set a — minK, b = maxK, and to let {(ai,ßi): l G L} be the

set of connected components (t*¡, ßi) of the open set [a, b] \ K; {(oti, Bi) : l G L} is

either empty, finite, or countably infinite. For each connected component (a/,/3¿)

of [a, b] \ K, there is a corresponding polynomial P¡(x) = (x — a;)(x — ßi) which is

negative if and only if a¡ < x < ßi. In the notation of §1, (cti,ßi) = B(w,rw) —

{x e R: \x - w\ < rw}, where w = wi = (c*¡ + ßi)/2 and rw = (a¡ - ßi)/2, and

Pi(x) = Pw(x) = \x — w[2 — r2 . Thus we have the following one-dimensional version

of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that K is a compact subset of the real line and that

{cj}'j%Q is a sequence of real numbers. Let a = min/c, b = maxJf, and let

{(c*i, ßi)'- le L} be the set of connected components of [a, b] \ K. Then there exists

a positive Borel measure p supported on K such that

Cj = /   xJ dp(x),        j = 1,2,.
Jk

if and only if, for every sequence of complex numbers {cj}<jL0 w^ only finitely

many nonzero terms,

(i) T,Cj+ktek ^0,
(ii) a ■ ¿2c3+kSjtk < Ecj+fc+ififfc < b • Eci+fcfj?fc.
(iii) for every l G L, E(ci+fc+2 - (a¡ + ßi)cj+k+i + onßiCj+k) > 0.

This theorem is a corollary of a theorem of Kreïn and Nudel'man [11, Theorem

2.2, p. 293], but its proof does not depend upon any theorems on the form of

polynomials which are nonnegative on K (see [11, Lemma 2.1, p. 292]). In the

multidimensional case, such theorems on the form of polynomials nonnegative on

K are not available (see [3]).

3. Our methods can also be applied to the trigonometric moment problem for

a compact subset of the unit circle. Let C be the complex plane; let T be the unit

circle in C, T = {z G C: [z[ = 1}; and let K be a compact subset of T. For all real

numbers a and ß with a < ß, let

arc(a,/?) = {y GT: a < t < ß}.
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Letting 9 be any real number such that el6 G K, we have that the connected

components of T \ K are a family of open arcs {arc(a¡, /?;):/ G L}, where 0 < a¡ <

ßi < 0 + 2tt for every / G L; this family of open arcs is either empty, finite, or

countably infinite. For each connected component arc(a¡,/?¡) of T \ K, there is a

corresponding trigonometric polynomial

*<*> = 4^(4^(1^)

al~ ßl\ _ e-i(a,+0i)/2eit _ ei(a,+ß,)/2e-it_

T¡(t) is negative if and only if e%t G arc(a¡, ßi).

THEOREM 3. Suppose that K is a compact subset of the unit circle T and that

{CjK~_^ is a sequence of complex numbers. Let {arc(a/, ßi) : l G L} be the family

of connected components ofT\K, where 0 < a¡ < ßi < 0 + 2tt for every l G L, for

some real number 6. Then there exists a positive Borel measure p supported on K

such that

Cj = f zj dp(z) = f eiJt dp(eü),        j = 0, ±1, ±2,...,
Jk Jk

if and only if, for every sequence of complex numbers {?jH=_^ with only finitely

many nonzero terms,

(i) J2c3-kÇj^k >0, and
(ii) for every l G L,

Y (2cos (2LZÄ ) Cj-k - e-^<+^ V*+i - ei(a'+A)/V*-i) ?i?* > 0-

The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2, except that the spectral

theorem for unitary operators is used instead of the spectral theorem for selfadjoint

operators. Again, the idea of using the trigonometric polynomials T¡ to describe the

"holes" of K as derived from [11], where a stronger theorem is proved (Theorem

2.3, p. 295), but the proof of Theorem 3 does not depend on any theorems on the

form of trigonometric polynomials which are nonnegative on K (see [11, Lemma

2.2, p. 294]).
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